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Abstract

Recommendation systems have been deployed in e-commerce and online advertising to expose desired items from the user’s perspective. To meet this end, various deep learning-based recommendation models have been employed such as the Deep learning recommendation model or DLRM at Facebook.

The input of such a model can be categorized as dense and sparse representations. The former demonstrates the numerical representation of items and users with discrete parameters. On the other hand, the latter refers to continuous input such as time or age. Such models are comprised of two main components: computation-intensive components like multilayer perceptron or MLP and memory-intensive like embedding tables which save the numerical representation of sparse. Training these large-scale recommendation models is evolving to require increasing data and compute resources.

The highly parallel neural networks portion of these models can benefit from GPU acceleration, however, large embedding tables often cannot fit in the limited-capacity GPU device memory. Hence, this thesis deep dives into the semantics of training data and feature access, transfer, and usage patterns of these models. We observe that, due to the popularity of certain inputs, the accesses to the embeddings are highly skewed. Only a few embedding entries are accessed up to 10000× more.

In this thesis, we focus on improving the end-to-end training performance using this insight and offer a framework, called Frequently Accessed Embeddings or FAE. we propose a hot-embedding-aware data layout for training recommender models. This layout utilizes the scarce GPU memory for storing the highly accessed embeddings, thus reducing the data transfers from CPU to GPU. We choose DLRM [41] and XDL [30] as the baseline. Both of these models have been com-
mercialized and are well-established in the industry. DLRM has been deployed by Facebook as well as XDL by Alibaba. We choose XDL as of its high utilization of CPU and a notably scalable solution for training recommendation models.

Experiments on production-scale recommendation models with datasets from real work show that FAE reduces the overall training time by 2.3× and 1.52× in comparison to XDL CPU-only and XDL CPU-GPU execution while maintaining baseline accuracy.
Lay Summary

The recent trend for recommendation model shows that training these model demands higher computation power and memory capacity. One approach to tackle this is distributed training by deploying CPU along with GPU. The baseline, deployed in corporations such as Facebook, handles the issue by exploiting data parallelism and model parallelism. This approach incurs a significant overhead of CPU-GPU communication for each iteration. To overcome the issue, a more enhanced way has been suggested by XDL. It has been used as our second baseline.

In this thesis, we propose a framework, Frequently Accessed Embeddings or FAE to mitigate the GPU-CPU communication overhead by leveraging the fact that entries in the embedding tables are not accessed evenly. We demonstrate our results acquiring 4.76 $\times$ and 1.80$\times$ against the open-source DLRM and TBSM on CPU and CPU-GPU, and 2.3$\times$ and 1.52$\times$ in comparison to XDL CPU-only and XDL CPU-GPU execution while maintaining baseline accuracy.
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<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Central Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLRM</td>
<td>Deep Learning Recommendation Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAE</td>
<td>Frequently Accessed Embeddings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Graphics Processing Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>Multilayer Perceptron</td>
</tr>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Recommendation Model overview

Recommendation models are an important class of machine learning algorithms that enable the industry (Netflix [18], Facebook [41], Amazon [53], etc.) to offer a targeted user experience through personalized recommendations. Deep learning based recommendation models [26, 41] are at the core of a wide variety of internet services and consume significant infrastructure capacity and compute cycles in data centers [42]. Training such at-scale models observes a conflation of challenges arising from high compute and data storage/transfer requirements.

On the compute side, hardware accelerators notably GPUs and other heterogeneous architectures [7, 8, 10, 31, 37], provide a robust mechanism to increase performance and energy efficiency. To mitigate the large memory requirement, distributing training load through model parallel training or reducing the overall memory requirement through sparsity and compression can be used. However, such techniques either require a pool of hardware accelerators that cumulatively provide enough memory to store these large models or trade off accuracy from the reduced precision for model footprint.
1.2 Motivation

Recommender models, as shown in Figure 1.1, use embedding tables that contribute heavily towards the memory capacity requirement and neural networks that exhibit compute intensity. While neural networks can benefit from GPUs, embedding tables (10s of GBs) often cannot fit within GPU memories [24, 42]. Naively using model parallelism just to store the large embedding data across multiple GPUs is sub-optimal, as the number of GPU devices per compute node are not only fixed, but also scarce and expensive. Figure 1.1 shows the size of the embedding tables for four real-world datasets across two open-source recommender models, “Deep Learning Recommendation Model for Personalization and Recommendation Systems” (DLRM) and “Time-based Sequence Model for Personalization and Recommendation Systems” (TBSM).

As user-targeted applications evolve, the size of these embedding tables is expected to increase at a rate faster than the anticipated increase in the memory capacity. This is because larger embedding tables can track a greater and more diverse degree of user preferences. Therefore, in practice, it is common to train recommendation models either solely on CPUs or use the CPUs for handling the embedding data with GPUs executing data-parallel neural networks. In the latter case, embeddings are stored in CPU memories as shown in Figure 1.1 and require embedding data to be transferred between CPU and GPUs.

Past work has shown that data transfers are not only performance degrading but also consume significantly higher energy compared to accessing memories on the device. To address this, we leverage the observation that certain embedding entries and inputs to recommendation models are significantly more popular than the others. For instance, blockbuster movies tend to be significantly more popular than other movies. Each of these items or users are translated to an entry to the embedding table. Therefore, when an item is popular, the associated entry is used more in the model as well. Below, we discuss how popular inputs and embeddings can be delegated to a faster and compute-proximate device memory while maintaining the training fidelity.
1.3 Approach and Contributions

This thesis focuses on developing a framework to train deep learning recommendation models (DLRM) by proposing the Frequently Accessed Embeddings (FAE) framework that efficiently places embedding data across CPUs and GPUs while maintaining baseline accuracy.

**Contributions:** This paper makes the following contributions:

- We find that embedding table accesses in real world recommender models is heavily skewed, thus allocating equal compute resources to all the entries is sub-optimal.

- We intelligently place hot embeddings on every GPU device involved in training while retaining cold entries on CPUs. Placing only hot embeddings on GPUs reduces its memory requirement and improves performance. This is because FAE eliminates CPU-GPU communication for inputs that access hot embeddings and enables accelerating the computation of the model for frequently accessed embedding entries.
• To optimize training, FAE performs sampling of the input dataset to determine the access pattern of embedding tables. Thereafter, FAE classifies the input data into hot and cold categories. FAE ensures that a minibatch either accesses only hot or only cold embeddings to avoid communication overheads. At runtime, FAE intertwines executions of hot and cold input mini-batches to ensure the baseline accuracy.

• FAE employs statistical techniques to avoid traversing through the entire input dataset and embedding tables to determine the hot embedding access threshold and the size of the hot embedding table while incurring negligible overhead.

We prototype FAE on well-established open-source deep learning-based recommender system training models DLRM [41] and TBSM [26]. These models are adopted by both academia [11] and industry [19, 44, 60]. We compare our FAE optimized training with two implementations. First, the open-source implementations of DLRM and TBSM. Second, a highly optimized implementation of these models using the XDL framework [30]. We choose the commercialized industrial deep learning framework, XDL as of high utilization of CPU. This deep learning framework for high-dimensional sparse data, utilizes CPUs and offers a notably scalable solution for training recommendation models. Hence, it’s been chosen as well-established state-of-the-art baseline to compare our model with.

We evaluate FAE for a wide variety of real-world and synthetic deep learning based recommender models. For real-world model architectures, our experiments show that FAE achieves, on average, a performance improvement of 2.3× and 1.52× in comparison to XDL enhanced CPU and CPU-GPU baseline, respectively. Furthermore, FAE achieves 4.76× and 1.80× against the open-source implementation of DLRM and TBSM on CPU and CPU-GPU, respectively. Both baselines execute in a hybrid mode that uses a CPU with 4 GPUs. FAE reduces the amount of data transferred from CPU to GPU by 1.54× in comparison to XDL-based baseline. For synthetic model architectures, FAE achieves 2.94× speedup over XDL-based baseline.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. We first give a brief background identifying the problem in Chapter 2, then we provide a brief overview of related
work in Chapter 3. We identify the main challenges we overcame in Chapter 4 and present our approach for handling them in Chapter 5. We evaluate our proposed techniques in Chapter 6. Finally, we conclude the thesis and discuss avenues of future research in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2

Background

In this section, we first present a brief primer on architecture of recommendation systems and some industrial approaches to train them, then define the terms we use, followed by our training process.

2.1 Recommendation models and their training inputs

2.1 shows the flow of a recommendation model which comprises embedding lookup and neural network layers. The recommendation model has two types of inputs, sparse and dense feature inputs. Sparse inputs typically denote specific preferences of the user (like the movie genre, choice of music, etc.) and are used by the embedding layers. Dense inputs are representation of continuous properties of user or item such as time of day, location of users, etc. that feed directly into the neural network layers.

The embedding phase uses large tables containing data that reduces the sparse input feature space into a vector. These inputs are used by the deep neural network (DNN) and multilayer perceptron (MLP) components to classify and determine the final recommendation.

2.2 State-of-the-art mode of execution for training

Machine learning techniques generally employ data-parallel training to reduce the overall execution time. This mode of training requires model replication across all
**Figure 2.1:** Execution graph of deep learning based recommender model. In this graph we show the forward graph in detail, the backward pass is a mirror of forward and executes on CPU and GPU according to its forward counterpart. The current mode of training for DLRM and TBSM requires embedding storage, reading, and processing, on CPU.

the GPU devices, where each device executes on different inputs in a mini-batch. Thereafter, a post-execution synchronization is performed to update the weights/parameters using the aggregated gradient values. For recommendation models, this training mode tends to be infeasible as embedding tables cannot fit even on high-end GPUs such as Nvidia-V100.

To overcome this issue, as shown in the 2.1, past work either executes the whole graph on the CPU or uses the CPU to handle the memory-intensive embedding layer with the GPUs executing the compute-intensive DNN layers. The first case is inefficient as CPUs are not optimized for neural network training as they can not optimally process large tensor operations. On the other hand, the hybrid CPU-GPU mode incurs CPU-GPU communication overheads for intermediate results and gradients. This is shown in the forward pass by the bold dotted lines in the 2.1. The backward pass also executes in a CPU-GPU mode, with CPU executing the backward computation for embeddings and GPU executing the backward propagation of neural layers. Thereafter, the gradients are generated on CPU for embeddings and on GPU for neural layers. Our experiments show that CPU-GPU communication can take up significant percentage of the total training time. Additionally, any computation involving embedding data, such as the massively-parallel stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization, also then executes on the CPU.
2.3 Leveraging training input and embedding access patterns

Data accesses can exhibit certain locality that can be exploited either at software, system, or hardware level. For recommender models trained on real-world data, some sparse inputs are significantly more popular than others. Therefore, in such real-world applications, accesses into embedding tables are also heavily skewed. For instance, for the Criteo Kaggle dataset on DLRM, the top 6.8% of the embedding table entries observe at least 76% of the total accesses.

It is important to note that the cold portion of the embedding data is critical from a learning perspective as it contributes towards the overall efficacy of the model. This is because cold embeddings help cater the model to a wider user base. Thus, training only on popular inputs would make the targeted user experience futile as it would lead to certain items being always recommended. Nevertheless, from a memory and infrastructure perspective, as shown in Figure 1.1, hot entries are more important as they from 75% to 92% of the total training input accesses.

In this thesis, the proposed framework leverages the popularity semantics of training input to mitigate the bottlenecks of the above mentioned CPU-GPU execution by optimizing the embedding data layout in the memory hierarchy. Intuitively, highly accessed embeddings are kept in close proximity to the compute, i.e. GPU, whereas the cold embedding entries are stored in relatively larger but slower CPU memories. This allows us to execute the entire training graph, shown in 2.1, on the GPU in a data-parallel fashion for the popular inputs. This data layout overcomes limitations of the baseline by:

- Accelerating embedding compute through GPUs whilst being within the memory capacity of the devices like CPU.
- Eliminating the communication overheads (gradients and activations) between CPU and GPU.
Chapter 3

Related Work

Training machine learning models is an important and heavily developed area of research. Optimizing training for deep neural networks [7, 25, 28, 40, 47] has garnered most of the attention, whereas recommender models have been under-investigated. We classify related works into four broad categories, delving into motivations and prospective benefits for each. The first category includes works related to optimizing data through caching using reinforcement learning, ensembling of multilayer perceptrons, sequential recommendation system, and hardware optimizations. In one of the subsections, we discuss a paper that proposes compression techniques for web-scale recommendation system in order to improve the scalability and reduce memory footprint. Then, we go over the optimization to reduce the memory for sequential recommendation model. At the end, we go through the papers regarding near-memory processing. The second category summarizes approaches that exploit GPUs to run the model by tweaking and training the DNN on GPU. these category of approaches unleashes the potential parallelization with faster weight updating. Getting into more details, the main problem is that with respect to DLRM memory footprints, they are too large to fit on devices like GPU. Hence, scalability is the major issue for these class of solutions. In this section we go over papers proposing an approach to improve scalability. The third category goes over the fact that compressing the whole model can eliminate such as communication and bandwidth overheads. The main issue is embedding table placement as of large size of embedding tables. In this section we through works done to
overcome this issue by various solutions such as hierarchical memory storage to eliminate or mitigate the CPU-GPU communication overhead. Finally, the fourth category goes over distributed training for recommendation models.

3.1 Optimizations data layout through caching

Works in the past [54, 57] have delved into informed and domain-aware caching with their ever increasing requirement for compute and memory. In the deep learning realm, some of the prior works like Quiver [35] cache data on local SSDs to eliminate slow reads from remote storage. Furthermore, they employ hashing based techniques to incorporate thrashing-free strategies across jobs to efficiently utilize the shared cache.

Instead, this work dives into the semantics of the training inputs observed by recommender models and offers compile time strategies to statistically ensure hot data is placed close to compute. Generally speaking, using conventional caching technique will not give the model any significant benefit as twofold that they function based on. Temporal and Spatial locality.

3.1.1 Cache-based Optimization

Works on caching mostly have been focused on caching the embedding table entries. The issue arises as of random access pattern. At the stage of embedding lookup, we fetch the required entries based on the input and the model and do operations such as aggregation. We then, come up with a embedding table vector as a result send to the next stage or feature interaction. As of this unpredictable and random access of embedding entries, it might not be feasible to effectively cache. Hence, it leaves the possibility of effective caching to the dataset instead of the scheme and model. This behavior depends on entity’s property (item or user) and makes it an unappealing approach to optimizing the data layout if all inputs are treated the same during caching. Due to aforementioned factor, an intelligent mechanism for caching is required which can be carries out by extracting data pattern. The more popular and more frequent the embedding entry is, the higher the odds of storing it in the cache should be.

Our offline techniques enable FAE to fully exploit coarse grained GPU based
compute throughput, without employing any dynamic hashing. The prior work ATML [22] has been exploiting the fact that not all the embedding entries are accessed equally. Some are requested to get fetched more frequent than other ones depending on the input. This pattern can be significantly beneficial for compressing the model. Hence, caching will more effective by fitting more embedding entries. Moreover, it reduces the amount of bandwidth required.

An embedding table entry is comprised of multiple dimension. ATML exploits the insight that not all the sparse dimension are effecting the performance of the model the same, thus some can be masked off. It proposes a twined-based layer scheme called Adaptively-Masked Twins-based Layer (AMTL). ATML uses two branches of most frequently used sparse dimension and the least frequently used embedding entries to train a neural network model. The neural network determines which sparse dimensions should be masked off. The insight behind this scheme is that is least frequent dimension will have their parameters less updated and overshadowed by more frequent dimensions if parameters are not separated. This flexible method of determining the entry size has been proposed to improve the fixed size embedding table to unleash higher degree of compression and cache improvement. As by profiling the input, more frequent embedding entries will be determined and cache replacement policies can perform more efficiently.

### 3.1.2 Tensorization

Based on experiments, more than 99% of memory footprint of DRLM model belongs to the extremely large embedding tables which are in order of GB or even TB. The trend of large memory size is expected to get exacerbated in the future. The underlying logic is that with items and users are added to the model, the capability of model to suggest more fine-tuned recommendation increases and that requires higher cardinality and higher embedding dimension for embedding tables. On the other hand, this aggravates the memory-intensity problem in addition to higher bandwidth required to train the model.

Work in [4], for instance, assumes that the major part of memory footprint for a neural network comes from the weights of fully connected layers and that can be transformed into Tensor Train or TT-format using an algorithm called tensor
value decomposition using a format called TT-layer. Tensor value decomposition represents the same network with less number of parameters using TT-format. This work doesn’t require any change of training algorithm while being able to maintain the baseline accuracy.

Work in [46] on the other hand, uses the same representation for a different context. It applies the same approach to reduce the size of embedding layer although this comes at the cost of negligible drop of accuracy. In this approach, first a tensor has been reshaped and then, it will be decomposed to multiple lower-ranked tensors called TT-Cores. These cores are the same as trainable parameters for the embedding layer and multiplication of them all results in the original tensor.

Work in [11] takes one step further and applies the tensor decomposition method to the memory and bandwidth-intensive part of DRLM or embedding tables. TT-rec decomposes some of embedding tables into lower rank tables called TT-core. Product of multiplication of TT-cores results in the original embedding table. Without any further optimization, TT-rec loses some accuracy. To compensate for that, it deploys a method to initialize the weights of embedding tables. Another overhead incur by this approach is increase in training time as of decompression. To mitigate it, TT-rec saves the more popular and frequently used embedding table entries closer to the computation so it will take less time to access them. It does so by storing them in a cache in an uncompressed manner. This also helps to revive the lost accuracy as well and reach the baseline.

TT-Rec is suitable for devices with high computation-to-communication ratio like GPU. As large embedding tables are the major part of memory footprints of DLRM, TT-Rec decomposes this component to first incur the least overhead second gets the most of memory footprint reduction.

### 3.1.3 Reinforcement Learning based

Similar to ATML [22], The paper ESPAN [21] follows the same incentive but with a different scheme and approach. This work deploys reinforcement learning techniques to figure out the the best size for each embedding table entry in an automatic manner. ESPAN uses the insight that low-dimensional embedding entries can get trained swiftly with less frequent data in contrary to the more frequent ones.
It is probable that they overfit if we shrink the feature size the same. Therefore, the cardinality of the embedding entry should be proportional to their frequency of use. Hence a unified length for embedding entries limits the recommendation model performance. In addition to that, The frequency of both user and item embedding table entries change during runtime. This necessitate a dynamic scheme to figure out the proper dimension size with respect to time accordingly.

ESPAN exploits the aforementioned twofold insights to compress the memory using an automated reinforcement learning agent. It picks a discreet search space of acceptable integer numbers for the length of a embedding vector. These number are usually a power of two.

The scheme uses streamed processing of embedding table entries either for user or item. ESPAN is comprised of two main components. The first part is the Deep recommendation model and the second one is policy network that operates as a reinforcement learning agent that determines the length of embedding table entries. This network exploits frequency and current length of the input feature vector, maps the integer frequency to a numerical embedding representation. It then, glues them to each other, passes them through a multilayer perceptron to decide the prospective size. The intermediate product is consumed by a softmax function to make a binary classification.

After whole process, a feature vector either increase in size or remains the same. The reason is that that using streaming input, the popularity of an feature vector increases or stays the same. Hence, there are two classes associated with class prediction.

After applying the policy network, if the decision is enlarging the vector, it uses a linear transformation to fetch the larger chosen feature vector from the embedding. In this way, we don’t have to initialize the embedding tables from scratch and can use the updated embedding table up to the point. At this point, both vectors are consumed by the Deep recommendation model to make a prediction and it will be passed to the Reward function. The reward function then calculates the loss and do backpropagation for the weights of multilayer perceptron in the policy network.
3.1.4 Web-scale Recommendation Model

Some orthogonal research has been conducted regarding the scalability of compression schemes for specific application for instance web-scale recommendation. For these variation of applications, the deployed compression scheme should be scalable yet timing needs to be taken care of. In general, timing, each work incurs should not be extensively significant. The overhead of aforementioned schemes for instance [21, 22] so far is correlated with the number of rows in the uncompressed embedding table entry. This makes these scheme undesirable to be used for web-scale recommendations as of lack of sufficient scalability.

The paper Binary Hash [6] addresses this issue by proposing a novel binary code based hashing scheme to compress the embedding tables as the memory-intensive component of the recommendation system, without jeopardizing the performance of the model significantly. This paper achieves 1000x reduction in model size yet preserving 99% of the baseline performance. Binary Hash stays away from deploying the conventional modulo-based hashing function. As they comes at the cost of high rate of collision. Using these hashing functions, many rows in the embedding tables are mapped to the same place and that makes the compression lossy and higher overhead in comparison to the cases without collision.

Binary Hash is comprised of mainly three steps. Given that input data for recommendation models (categorical feature values) can be including both integer and string, the proposed framework starts off with feature mapping of both of these data types. In the beginning, the raw features would be mapped to unique 64-bit integer called Hash-id using hash functions like Murmur Hash [16]. In the next stage we convert the Hash-id into binary. Then, we divide the final results into separate blocks. This is what we refer to as binary code hashing. Each of those blocks represent an unique index to an embedding table entry. To reach an efficient code blocking, Binary Hash proposes two chief strategies, succession and skip. The former pairs up the successive bits in the same block. On the contrary, the skip strategy, puts the bits that are some interval apart depending on the degree of skipping. For the further stages in the recommendation like embedding lookup, the paper uses fusion to append the embedding table entries out of the code blocks. The appending function varies from LSTM, concatenation or pooling.
3.1.5 Sequential Recommendation Model

Recommendation systems can fit into two categories. The first one uses the matrix factorization approach to extract the pattern of items each user has selected based on previous interactions. On the other hand, Markov chain-based or sequential models, maps the previous interactions to a graph trying to model the sequential behavior. This aforementioned type of recommendation system can be used in online advertising or e-commerce. The paper [62] bridges the gap between Deep neural network and their application in recommendation systems. It addresses the issue of large memory overhead by proposing a temporal context aware embedding composition using light-weight attention network called LSAN. LSAN aims to learn the short-term and long-term pattern of users behavior.

LSAN comes up with a couple of base embedding vectors and then tends to form other ones based on the fusion of the base vectors using quotient remainder strategy. The reason is that this strategy doesn’t incur any more learnable parameter hence significant overhead to the framework. The main novelty of this papers lies in the fact that using multi-head attention, layers can actually improve figuring out the local and general signal for user preference. To obtain the local signal, LSAN exploit convolution. On the other hand, for the global signal, it uses multi-head attention layers.

3.1.6 Hardware Optimization

Papers such as [38, 64] employ runtime techniques to improve memory, communication, and I/O resources for training and reduce data stall time, respectively. The framework proposed [64] is called DeepIO. DeepIO has been proposed to find a reasonable balance between IO, memory and communication resources to train the large deep neural network efficiently. Recently, as neural networks are getting deeper we need larger datasets to train them. These datasets should be loaded from a memory to form different batches. The batches should be shuffled to avoid overfitting and this shuffling incurs a lot of random accesses to the memory and that hinders the training overall. Likewise, the embedding training component of DLRM model exhibits the same issue. Due random access pattern of embedding table entries, the same insight from the paper can be exploited. As training this
large models can be challenging due to low reading speed and being memory intensive. DeepIO resolves this issue by techniques such as input pipelining and entropy-aware opportunistic ordering.

Input pipelining technique has been implemented at two different levels. One is associated with reading the dataset from the disk and has been designed to mitigate the significant overhead of it. After that, data has been transferred from disk to another buffer as part of DeepIO as an intermediate level of memory. This hybrid backend-memory pipelining amortizes the effect of random access pattern to form a minibatch and the high latency to fetch data from disk. Likewise in DLRM, DeepIO can be used to mitigate the memory-intensity of embedding table as first they are large in size (recent estimation based on Facebook models is 100s of GB) so they have to be originally stored on the disk.

Secondly, due to random access pattern of embedding tables entries, there is significant overhead of fetching required entries as it hinders exploiting spatial and temporal locality. Making the best of locality is conventional approach to mitigate the memory overhead by taking the reusability into account.

On the hardware side, prior work [14] proposes an technique called Bandana to store embedding tables in non-volatile memories and allocate a certain portion of DRAM for caching. Unlike DRAM with lower capacity but higher bandwidth, non-volatile memory (NVM) benefits from large size. On the other hand embedding table component of recommendation model is so large that makes the operations infeasible. That can make NVM a likely option to store the whole embedding tables and use DRAM as last-level cache (LLC). However, NVM suffers from low bandwidth. Bandana’s main goal is to exploit the DRAM’s bandwidth as much as possible by placing the embedding table entries that are most likely to be fetched together. Besides, it determines which embedding table entries should be cached and stored there.

This work, however, does not support GPU based training executions with replicated hot embeddings and does not deal with perceptive input preprocessing to reduce the overhead of communication between devices.
3.1.7 Near-memory Processing

Recent works [17, 33, 51] have also proposed solutions to accelerate near-memory processing for embedding tables, but do not facilitate distributed training of entire recommender models using GPUs.

Mixed Dimension [17] aims to exploit the skew within input dataset for recommender systems as there are based on human’s choice. For instance, intuitively, if 100 movies rolled out at the same time, a few will be more likely to become blockbuster. Therefore, skew is pretty much likely to exist in all the recommendation systems dataset. Given this intuition, Mixed Dimension, modifies the length of popular embedding entries. The popular ones become larger whereas the rest shrink in size so that the total memory budget stays the same.

On the other note, RecNMP [33] aims to speed up the performance of recommendation system by exploiting the insight that production-scale recommendation model are restricted by memory bandwidth for inference mostly as of large embedding tables. In this regard, the paper proposes RecNMP to place the data closer to the memory using a DRAM compliant. RecNMP operates based on near memory processing to reduce the amount of bandwidth required.

It designs targets the fact that different rank of the memory can fetch the data in parallel. Benefiting from this, it designs a few intermediate modules between the memory and the memory controller. These modules are comprised of light-weight computation units for lookup operation, which is the main bottleneck here, and a cache structure. Based on the close analysis of the RecNMP, Although embedding table entries doesn’t follow pattern in term of spatial locality, exploiting temporal locality is completely feasible. This is exactly equivalent to the observation for the popularity and means that some embedding table entries or mapping of some items or users, are more likely to be accessed in comparison to the rest.

The cache employed in the intermediate memory module is responsible to capture those popular entries so that bandwidth can be efficiently exploited and that reduces the congestion arisen from inserting the embedding table entries closer to the CPU cache along with other data. Although, the paper achieves a acceptable speedup for inference but our paper aims to improve the training performance which has different bottleneck rather than the one targeted by RecNMP.
[51] takes a different approach. This paper tackles the memory capacity problem. As we mentioned the capacity bottleneck stems from the large size of embedding tables. This paper claims to overcome this issue by reducing the size of embedding tables using hashing. Conventional hashing proved to be not efficient enough to reduce the size of embedding tables as of significant rate of collision. Hence, CompEMB [51] shrinks the size of the embedding tables by dividing them with various methods such as quotient-remainder. The size of both combined will be significantly less than the original embedding tables. Moreover, this method can be done recursively meaning the quotient matrix can be broken down into smaller embedding tables and so on.

This partitioning will be complementary meaning that not even a single embedding table entry will be replicated in two different partitions. This approach incurs extra memory needed to store the metadata given that the same index can refer to different embedding table entries in different partitions. On that note, after acquiring the entries required to perform the embedding table lookup, the paper proposes to use non-conventional operations such as MLP or element-wise multiplication as a substitution of the aggregation for baseline.

This can result into representing different various combination of embedding entries swiftly but the drawback is that it eliminates the intrinsic aggregation properties such as associative and commutative. For instance, let’s say after getting all the entries required, the model has been designed in such a way that a MLP produces the output.

We know for a fact that MLP does not exhibit the aforementioned properties of aggregation as of non-linearity. Generally, CompEMB aims to reduce the number of parameters and maintain the baseline accuracy. On the other hand, [51] does this by dividing the model into complementary components but this might backfire if the intrinsic characteristics are not captured in the produced components. Additionally, this arises some additional challenges depending on the dataset. If not captured properly, this approach can result in performance reduction.
3.2 Efficient execution of tasks on GPUs

There has been a wide variety [36, 59] of works across domain of optimizing GPU execution by improving throughput and utilization. HippogriffDB [36] for instance, addresses the contrast between the fact that embedding tables are becoming larger every year. In addition to that memory on GPU is limited. Therefore, we can not fit the whole model on one GPU to accelerate the training or inference process to properly scale the model.

Given that, this paper proposes HippogriffDB an efficient and scalable system that comes up with a datapath by compressing the model and aiming for more compression. It stores the model in the compressed fashion on the memory and decompresses it on the GPU to save the bandwidth and improves the scalability. Also, it benefits from a novel data transfer that directly sends the data from SSD to GPU using NVM (non-volatile memory). This can be significantly beneficial for storing embedding tables in the case that system uses any NVM as a larger memory hierarchy. These type of memories can be used as an alternative instead of distributed training. In general model is too large to be stored on a central server to be dealt with given that these large models needs to be stored in databases.

HippogriffDB performs query-over-block execution to unleash the GPU computation power and deal with the data that is larger than the size of the GPU memory. In this regard, it uses two buffers to accelerate the operating in addition to operation fusion mechanism.

As mentioned, as of the large size of embedding tables, they can be stored in larger memories such as NVM or DRAM. These memory hierarchies can play the role of database that store the memory-intensive component of recommendation models. Hence, we need to fetch the required entries as queries to send them to GPU to be handled. Based on Concurrent Queries [59] observation, GPUs can not be shared while taking care of concurrent queries. This results in underutilization of these computation resources.

Concurrent Queries targets this problem by running queries concurrently on GPU to improve the system throughput. This paper introduces MultiQx-GPU as the framework to run multiple queries at the same time on GPUs. MultiQx-GPU aims to follow two main points. First versatility meaning that it attempts to GPU
model-agnostic approach so that regardless of the model, the implementation will be feasible. Second is high efficiency. GPUs have vast applications such as gaming etc. Therefore, the idea of execution of multiple queries at the same time aligns with the purpose of using GPU in the first place.

The major problem comes from the fact the GPUs don’t have the software layer to context switch or deal with resource contention. Currently, unlike CPU, there is no such concept or design that handles fine-grain context or abstraction of virtual memory on GPUs. In this way Concurrent Queries designs a scheduler and a novel scheme to swap the contexts from the memory.

MultiQx-GPU provides the solution in three different layers. First, exploiting a query scheduler similar to the one that operating system grants CPU along with device memory manager same as the virtual memory table. In the layer of interfacing with GPU, MultiQx-GPU uses libraries like CUDA or OpenCL. MultiQx-GPU perform query executions by more efficiently by merging jobs into groups, thus reducing the setup overheads and increasing the throughput.

3.3 Embedding parameter placement

Works in [63] offers a hierarchical parameter server that builds a distributed hash table across multiple GPUs. This work stores the working parameters close to computation, i.e., GPU, at runtime, albeit treats all embedding entries equally. Instead, FAE delves into the access pattern of each dataset and uses this information to store the highly accessed embedding entries in the GPU for the entirety of the training job.

As baseline Distributed hierarchical parameter server [63] uses the MPI-cluster model. In this approach the entire model and the batches are distributed across all nodes to get fully parallel. During backward propagation for training phase, the nodes pull the data required from other nodes using MPI primitives. The drawback of this approach is the high cost of communication for transferring all the data required. In this work, the paper eliminates the CPU-GPU communication as much as possible by proposing the hierarchical memories for storing the parameters. Also, it uses hashing method to reduce the model footprint.

Distributed hierarchical parameter server comes up with a pipeline all the way
from SSD to GPU. As of the large size of the target model (10 TB), it uses SSD to store the entire model. At each stage of the pipeline model will be sharded on parameter servers. Each of these servers are responsible for distributing the model and batch on a set of workers or GPUs. After the GPUs are done with the back propagation, then the updated parameters will be send to the second stage or memory parameter server and then to the SSD where we store the entire model.

Prior work in [3] aims to address intricacies of using GPU to train recommendation models. The main problem arises as the critical path of deep learning based recommendation system is comprised of two major components of deep neural network which are light-weighted and computation-intensive in contradicition to large memory-intensive embedding tables. It aims to understand the implications of different embedding table placements within an heterogeneous data-centre. However, none of the techniques leverage runtime access skew for their embedding table placement that can improve the overall training performance.

Work in XDL [30], targets training of recommendation models with high-dimensional sparse inputs. This Framework is comprised of two main components of SparseNet and DenseNet. The latter is composed of multiple dense layers and is notably computation-intensive. The SparseNet, on the other hand, is composed of millions of features out of raw input samples. XDL exploits approach of distributed training of deep learning based models. Each worker can only be CPU, whereas, AMS can be composed of both CPU or GPU. XDL deploys a server called Advanced model server (AMS) to save the model on. Another component is Back-end worker that can store any deep learning model such as Deep Neural Network (DNN), attention mechanisms, etc.

During forward path, each back-end worker acquires the inputs from I.O. stream. In the next step, each of these back-end workers send the feature ID to the AMS. AMS performs the lookup operation and send the results back to each worker as well as the last updated version of the model. Workers move on with passing the dense input that has been received from the AMS. Passing through the DenseNet, it outputs the result. The reverse sequence will be taken during backward path and gradients will be computed by workers. AMS will gather all the gradients both for SparseNet and DenseNet. Parameter updating and optimizer operation will be done on the server side and the lastest version will be kept there.
3.4 Mitigating memory intensive training through compression, sparsity, and quantization

Past works have used compression [27, 55, 61], sparsity [15], and quantization [20] to reduce memory footprint of machine learning models. For instance, prior work Gist [27] has been exploring ways to compress deep neural network models. The problem arises as with more complicated applications the need to have deeper neural network to overcome overfitting. However, these deep models can not fit into the current conventional GPU memories. This results in numerous challenges. First, we need to distribute the model on multiple GPUs and that essentially incurs higher overhead in comparison to the uni-GPU approach hence, limits the size of the neural network that can be trained. It exploits from insight that the main memory footprint comes from the intermediate feature maps and these layers will be accessed twice during training. Once during forward and the backward. This shows that feature maps can be reused as of the temporal reusability. Gist comes up with layer-specific encoding scheme in two forms of lossy and lossless. In addition to that, Gist delves into the characteristics of neural network to compress the values. Having said that, in DLRM, the same problem arises from the capacity and bandwidth-intensive component or embedding table. This makes a significant difference as first random access pattern dominates the indices accessing the embedding table entries. On the other hand, temporal reusability is guaranteed for the neural network weights. Whereas for embedding table lookup operation, mostly aggregation will be applied and no spatial locality can be assumed along with fact that even temporal locality might not be guaranteed.

Prior work in[45], optimizes training by modifying the model either through mixed-precision training or eliminating rare categorical variables to reduce the embedding table size. This reduction can help fit the model on devices like GPU with a fairly low memory budget in comparison to CPU but efficient in terms of reaching a higher throughput for deep neural network. Therefore, aiming for reducing the size, not only do we overcome the capacity problem but also we tackled the communication and bandwidth problem.

Originally in the DRLM model by Facebook, the bottleneck for forward path was the capacity as of large embedding tables. This problem can be mitigated once
the model has been reduced. In addition, one of the bottlenecks is butterfly shuffle during backward path, embedding tables are sharded and then placed on GPUs. Hence, to operate the embedding lookup stage, GPUs need to send and receive the associated entries that might be present on other GPUs. Other GPUs do the same thing. This operation requires quite a robust and a fast link between GPUs like NVL to mitigate the send and receive requests. The same goes for pipelining. As of implementation, sending and receiving during the backward path can be interleaved. None of these arises if the entire model can fit on just one device.

But even with these optimizations real dataset’s entire embedding table cannot fit on a GPU. Moreover, approaches that change the data representation and/or embedding tables, require accuracy re-validation across a variety of models and datasets. Enables apropos utilization of memory hierarchy without employing overheads such as compression/decompression in HippogriffDB [36] and sparse operations. Moreover, performs full-precision training of the baseline model by leveraging the highly skewed access pattern for embedded tables and increase the throughput for hot embedding entries. Nevertheless, our framework is orthogonal to the prior techniques and can be used in tandem with them to improve the memory efficiency even further.

3.5 Distributed deep learning training

Data parallel training [34] forms the most common form of distributed training as it only requires synchronization after the gradients generated in backward pass of training. As models become significantly larger [50, 52], model parallelism [9, 25] and pipeline parallelism [40] are becoming common as they split a single model onto multiple devices. The same goes for DLRM as well. Not only is this model large enough that not all components can be fit on the GPU memory entirely but also the critical path is comprised of both computation-intensive such as neural networks and memory-intensive part such as embedding table. Hence, to tackle this challenge, we deploy both model and data parallel technique to train the model in the distributed fashion.

Work in Pipedream [40] is taking it one step further. Conventionally to train DNNs, intra-batch pipelining is performed meaning that worker trains the model
using its portion of data and then synchronizes the weights of the model with other workers using primitives like AllReduce. Not only is this time-consuming but also communication might exceed computation time. In order to mitigate it, PipeDream interleaves backward path of batches been taken care of prior in time with forward path of latter batches. It also does the model partitioning on various workers based on layers. During backward for training DNNs, layers have been dispatched off to different worker. For instance, it’s determined that input layer has been placed on worker number one and first feature map layer has been placed on device two. Therefore, during forward, device one sends information to device two. On the other hand, on backward path device two will send information to device one. In DLRM, on the contrary, every worker needs to not only distribute the part of model present on the device to all the other devices but also during backpropagation.

PipeDream does the pipeling to not only reduce the number of times communication occurs but also reducing each communication by overlapping it with computation. Nonetheless, the techniques employed to automatically split the models [29, 56], offer model parallelism solutions to enable training of large model with size constrained by the accelerator memory capacity. However, none of these techniques dive into the semantics of input data to perform an optimal split. This is because they are mainly suitable for DNNs.

3.6 Summary

In this section we covered the prior works regarding training recommendation models and how they target an efficient end-to-end model training. In the first section, we delve into approaches to optimize the data layout such as cache based optimization, reinforcement learning based, web-scale recommendation model, sequential recommendation model, hardware optimization and near-memory processing. Next, we go through prior works regarding the efficient execution of tasks on GPU. In the next section, different strategies for embedding parameter placement has been added. In the next subsection, strategies to reduce the footprint of the model such as compression, sparsity and quantization has been discussed. In the end, prior works regarding the distributed training has been discussed.
Chapter 4

Challenges

To perform efficient end-to-end training with the optimized embedding layout while maintaining baseline accuracy, we require a comprehensive framework that has both static and runtime components. Next we analyze the challenges of such a training execution. Overall, there are four challenges being discussed in this chapter. First, how to maintain the baseline accuracy while changing the data layout. Second, how to efficiently segregate both both hot embeddings from cold one as well as segregating hot inputs from cold inputs and store them in different FAE format to form the cold and hot minibatch from respectively. Third, we uproot the necessity for scheduling hot and cold minibatches and the proper rate. Finally, we discuss the mechanism to maintain the consistency between the embedding copies between devices.

4.1 Maintain Accuracy While Moving Hot Data to GPU

As shown below 4.1, even if 99% of the inputs are popular, i.e., access hot embeddings, the probability that the entire mini-batch accesses only hot embeddings decreases dramatically as the minibatch size increases. Hence, it is likely that at least one input within a large minibatch requires accessing cold embedding entries. To obtain benefits from embedding data layout, we require the entire minibatch to only access hot embedding entries. Even a single input accessing cold embedding entries can stall GPU execution as it incurs CPU-GPU communication.
Figure 4.1: Probability of creating a mini-batch with all popular inputs when the number of hot-inputs are 99% or lower. This reduces drastically as the mini-batch size increases.

To overcome this challenge, our framework comprises a static component that performs input-dataset preprocessing and organizes mini-batches such that they completely contain only hot or cold inputs. Each input is consist of indices each embedding table in the model. We define an input hot if and only if for all embedding tables, it accesses hot embedding entries otherwise we consider the input as cold. It is probable for some cold inputs, some of the accesses to some embedding tables are to hot embedding table entries. An hot embedding entry is considered hot if and only if the total number of accesses to it surpasses a certain limit. This preprocessing needs to be performed only once per dataset and is stored in a pre-processed format for subsequent executions.

The size of the final format depends on the size of the original dataset. The whole preprocessed FAE-formatted dataset will be stored on CPU memory as well as the cold and hot minibatches. For hot mini-batches, the framework performs GPU-only data-parallel execution and for cold mini-batches the framework falls back onto the CPU-GPU hybrid execution mode.

### 4.2 Cold and hot embedding table entries segregation

The classification of an embedding entry as hot or cold is based on the access threshold. Any entry that is accessed more than a threshold is classified as hot. We expose this threshold as a knob to FAE to adjust the amount of hot embeddings that can be managed by GPUs, based on both the model and system specifications. To minimize performance overhead, we devise statistical techniques that use input
**Figure 4.2:** The FAE framework. The preprocessing phase calculates the threshold for classifying hot embeddings. This phase uses random-sampling of input datasets and embedding tables to determine the best threshold for hot embeddings. This threshold is also used to classify inputs into hot and cold minibatches. At runtime, GPUs execute the hot input mini-batch while cold inputs execute in a CPU-GPU hybrid mode. The scheduler uses feedback from the Pytorch modules to determine the rate of hot and cold mini-batches swap.

dataset sampling to determine the access threshold. This enables FAE to determine the optimal threshold without scanning the entire training data. FAE selects a threshold that classifies enough embedding entries as hot so that they fit in allocated GPU device memory.

### 4.3 Scheduling hot and cold minibatches

FAE processed data contains minibatches that are either entirely hot or cold. Scheduling all the hot minibatches followed by cold minibatches incurs the least embedding update overhead as the embeddings only have to synchronized between GPU and CPU once after the swap. However, such a technique can have an non-negligible impact on the accuracy. This is because the hot minibatches only update the hot embedding entries whereas the cold minibatches cover more embedding entries (both hot and cold), albeit sparsely. To tackle this issue, our framework, offers a runtime solution that dynamically tunes the rate of issuing hot and cold mini-batches to ensure that the accuracy metrics are met.
4.4 Maintain consistency between the embedding tables that are scattered across devices

FAE replicates hot embedding tables across all the GPU devices and CPU contains all the embeddings (including hot embeddings). Thus, we need to perform two forms of synchronization during the training - one across all the GPUs after each mini-batch of data parallel execution and once between the cold and hot swap between CPU and GPU. In the former case, hot embeddings are synchronized using the AllReduce collectives over the fast NVlink GPU to GPU interconnect [2]. In the latter case, the synchronization across GPU and CPU between hot and cold minibatches is performed through PCIe transfer between the GPU-CPU devices.

This communication overhead incurred by FAE is accounted for in the final execution latencies. To reduce this overhead, FAE minimizes the transitions between hot and cold minibatches, without compromising baseline accuracy.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we analyze the challenges we overcome. We make sure that moving the hot embedding inputs to GPU guarantees the baseline accuracy. As the second challenge, we clarified the criteria based on which we segregate hot input from the cold counterparts. FAE makes sure that threshold for this has been chosen wisely for instance based on memory budget, etc. Another challenge arose from cold and hot input segregation is what scheduling policy to apply for these two types of input. The last challenge that we overcame is how to maintain accuracy while all embedding tables are distributed across multiple devices.
Chapter 5

Approach

In Chapter 4, we delve deep into the architecture of our proposed framework, Frequently accessed Embedding or FAE. This framework accelerates the process of recommender system training. FAE efficiently utilizes the GPU memory and computation to reduce the communication cost of obtaining embedding data.

5.1 FAE overview

5.4 illustrates the flow of the framework; FAE consists of the input and embedding preprocessing stage that determines the hotness of embeddings by sampling the input training data and the training stage that replicates hot embeddings on all the GPUs and schedules hot/cold minibatches to ensure baseline accuracy. The preprocessing phase converges on an access threshold to classify an embedding entry as hot. If overall number of accesses to an embedding table entry exceeds the threshold then that entry is called hot otherwise cold.

This threshold is based on the allocated GPU memory size, confidence interval, and the CPU-GPU bandwidth. Thereafter, based on the final threshold, the Embedding Classifier and Input Classifier categorize both embedding entries and sparse inputs into hot and cold portions. The preprocessing phase executes statically once per training dataset, and stores the preprocessed data in the FAE format for subsequent training runs. At runtime, the Embedding Replicator extracts hot embedding entries and creates embedding bags that are replicated across GPUs. The overall
timing depends on the dataset but is negligible with respect to the baseline baseline training time of the model.

The Shuffle Scheduler dynamically determines the execution order of hot and cold sparse input minibatches across the CPU and GPUs at runtime. Based on accuracy goals, the Shuffle Scheduler interleaves hot and cold minibatch queues to capture the updates to all embedding table entries. More information will be provided in the following section and to help understand the next few subsections, Table 5.1 provides description of the notations for the design variables in FAE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Training input dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>Minimum number of access to classify an entry as hot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Total number of accesses into an embedding table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>User-specified allocation of GPU memory for hot embeddings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>Maximum number of hot embeddings that fit in $L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_z$</td>
<td>Size of embedding table number $z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Sampling rate for inputs (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{D}$</td>
<td>Sampled training input dataset entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Number of Sample Chunks from the embedding logger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Number of entries in each embedding logger chunk ($n$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Total $m$-sized entries in the embedding logger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>For any $t$ $\rightarrow$ Total accesses into any embedding entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{zt}$</td>
<td>For any $t$ $\rightarrow$ Sample adjusted $t$ per ($z$); minimum accesses to classify hot entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_i$</td>
<td>For any $t$ $\rightarrow$ Number of entries in the $m$ chunk with accesses more than $H_{zt}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{y}$</td>
<td>For any $t$ $\rightarrow$ Mean of $C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>For any $t$ $\rightarrow$ Standard deviation of $C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CI_\beta$</td>
<td>Confidence Interval of $\beta$ %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.1 Calibrating the Access Threshold

The first goal of the preprocessing phase is to pick an access threshold ($t$) for the embedding entries. We denote $T$ the total number of accesses into an embedding table. The accesses per entry for hot embeddings is $\geq t \times T$.

Any input that accesses only hot embeddings is also categorized as hot. Picking a larger $t$ would imply that only a few embedding entries would have enough accesses to be classified as hot. It would lead to only a small percentage of sparse inputs that would execute completely in a GPU execution mode and thus reduce the overall performance benefits.
Figure 5.1: (a) Size of hot embedding entries and (b) Percentage of hot inputs with varying access threshold values. As we vary the threshold, the size of the embedding entries increases more rapidly compared to the percent of hot inputs.

Conversely, picking a small threshold will categorize embedding entries with very few accesses as hot, which would increase the hot embedding table size, often beyond the GPU device memory capacity. Figure 5.1 shows that we observe diminishing returns by reducing the threshold, as the number of hot embedding entries increases more steeply as compared to hot inputs. Thus, we need to efficiently tune $t$ based on the system configuration parameters.

One of the system configuration parameters is the GPU memory allocated for hot embeddings – denoted by $L$. Notation $h$ constitutes the maximum number of hot entries that fit within $L$. A naive mechanism to determine $t$ will profile the entire training dataset and analyze the accesses of all the embedding entries. This requires sorting all embedding entries based on their access frequencies and classifying the top $h$ entries as hot.

This implementation will incur a high preprocessing overhead as it could imply processing several terabytes of data – even though profiling is performed only once.
per dataset.

Instead, we propose a novel input sampler and Statistical Optimizer that ensures a low static compilation overhead for finding optimal \( t \) such that \( L \) is used effectively. Figure 5.4 describes the flow of events to determine the optimal value of \( t \).

### 5.1.2 Mitigating Read Overheads with Sparse Input Sampler

As size of the training input dataset is typically very large, we sample \( x\% \) of the input dataset \((D)\). The value of \( x \) is specified as a hyper-parameter. Our implementation uses \( x = 5\% \) and obtains \( \hat{D} \) sampled sparse-input entries. Figure 5.7 shows the access profile for one large embedding table each for Criteo Kaggle, Taobao Alibaba, Criteo Terabyte, and Avazu datasets with and without input sampling. Empirically, we observe with a sampling rate of 5%, \( \hat{D} \) maintains a similar access signature as \( D \). We scale down the hotness threshold by the sampling rate. Yet, we observe that even with the new scaled-down threshold, hot embedding entries with original threshold, will still be considered hot. Hence, even with scaling down, the access pattern of each embedding table remains the same.

As shown in 5.2, FAE obtains 19x to 55x reduction in latency by input sampling. For the Taobao Alibaba dataset, each input consists of a stream of up to 21 sub-inputs, therefore sees a larger reduction in latency. For the Taobao Alibaba dataset, each input consists of a stream of up to 21 sub-inputs, therefore sees a larger reduction in latency [5].

![Figure 5.2: Reduction in the profiling latency when input dataset is sampled for embedding table access pattern.](image-url)
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5.1.3 Categorize and determine hot embedding size with the Profiler

We perform profiling before the training begins. The goal of the profiler is twofold - (1) for the sampled input dataset $\hat{D}$ it creates an access profile of each embedding table ($E_z$), where $z$ is the table number and (2) it further samples this access profile to determine what the size of the hot embedding table.

**Embedding Logger:** The profiler uses an embedding logger for each table to keep track of access counts (denoted as $k$) of $\hat{D}$ into each entry in $E_z$. As each model can access multiple embedding tables, our implementation assumes any table that is greater than or equal to 1 MB to be large. Embedding tables smaller than 1MB are de facto considered “hot” as they can easily fit even on low-end GPUs. Thereafter, the profiler would still need to estimate the hot embedding table sizes, without traversing all the embeddings.

**Estimating the hot embedding table sizes per threshold:** Profiler creates a sampled access profile for each embedding table entry across all the tables by selecting random chunks of embedding entries and their observed access pattern from the logger. This enables estimating the size of the hot embeddings without traversing all the tables in their entirety. As the embedding logger observes only $x\%$ of the actual inputs, we need to scale down the required access counts to classify hot data. For embedding table number $z$ and a threshold $t$, the new hot embedding cutoff for each sampled entry is denoted by $H_{zt}$, described in Equation 5.1:

$$H_{zt} = t \times T \times \frac{x}{100}$$

We then pick $n$ random samples, each consisting of $m = 1024$ entries from embedding logger for table $z$. Our implementation uses $n = 35$ and each sample consists of $m = 1024$ embedding entries.

This chunk based sampling allows us to create a distribution of the access pattern. Our work uses Central Limit Theorem (CLT) to estimate the mean of the parent distribution. CLT has the property that, irrespective of the parent distribution, the mean of the sampled distribution will always approach the mean of the parent distribution. This is because, when the sample size $n \geq 30$, CLT considers the sample size to be large and the sampled mean will be normal even if the sample does not originate from a Normal Distribution [39]. As each embedding sample
chunk consists \( m = 1024 \) entries, we can estimate the actual embedding table size with a precision of \( \frac{1}{1024} \). For each chunk, we count \((C)\) the number of entries with access counts \((k)\) greater than or equal to \( H_{\sigma} \). This is represented by Equation 5.2:

\[
C_i = \sum_{j=1}^{m} (k_j \geq H_{\sigma})
\]  

(5.2)

For \( n \) chunks, the standard deviation is \( s \) and the mean is \( \bar{y} \), shown by Equation 5.3:

\[
\bar{y} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i}{n}
\]  

(5.3)

Figure 5.3 shows the latency savings from sampling embedding table instead of iterating through all the embedding access content.

As the profiler scans 14x fewer embedding entries for each \( t \) it reduces latency of each scan by \( 14.5 \times 61 \times \).

**Figure 5.3:** Reduction in the latency per iteration by using to estimate the hot embedding size per threshold. The total latency to scan all embedding tables is under 25 seconds per threshold iteration.

### 5.2 Confidence in the estimated embedding table size.

The goal of the profiler is to establish confidence in the estimated embedding size. A confidence interval, in statistics, refers to the probability \((1 - \alpha)\) that a population parameter will fall between a set of values. To compute the confidence interval for the profiler’s estimated embedding table size, FAE uses the standard ‘Student’s t-
Figure 5.4: The flow of events in Input Sampler and Profiler. The original input 1 is sampled 2 at 5\%. This sample is used by the profiler to create an access profile across embedding entries in the logger 3. For each threshold, a few chunks from the embedding logger is randomly sampled 4 to estimate the count of hot entries 5. The mean and standard deviation of this count determines the size of hot embedding tables per threshold 6.

As \( \bar{y} \) follows a t-distribution, the \( 100 \times (1-\alpha) \) confidence interval (CI) for \( \bar{y} \) is represented by Equation 5.4:

\[
CI_{100 \times (1-\alpha)} = \bar{y} \pm t_\alpha \frac{\sqrt{N-n}}{N} \times \left( \frac{s^2}{n} \right)
\]  

(5.4)

Figure 5.5: Estimated sizes of hot embedding tables with . For a confidence interval of 99.9\%, the estimation is within 10\% (upper bound) of the actual size.

Figure 5.5 shows the estimation variability compared to the actual values for a confidence interval of 99.9\%. Actual value of the hot embedding size is exact size the profiler would have obtained if it had processed the entire access pattern for each embedding table. This variability can be reduced if we specify a smaller confidence interval. We observe that the estimated values are within 10\% of the
actual values. As such, for every threshold, the profiler process described above is executed to determine the size of the hot embeddings.

The Statistical Optimizer, based on this size and user requirements, either accepts the threshold or tunes it further as described below. Our experiments show that allocated memory of $L = 512$MB suffices for most GPUs (including low-end GPUs).

**Converging on a Threshold using Statistical Optimizer**

The Statistical Optimizer invokes the profiler with varying $t$ (interim thresholds) and a desired confidence interval to determine the final $t$. Based on the embedding size estimated for an interim threshold, the optimizer tunes the threshold to be higher or lower than the previous.

This ensures that the threshold is tuned appropriately based on the available GPU memory for each model architecture. The Statistical Optimizer then provides the final threshold as output to the next blocks in the FAE.

**5.3 Input and Embedding Classifier**

The embedding classifier uses the output of the Embedding Logger and the final threshold from Statistical optimizer to tag (hot or cold) the embedding table entries. This requires only one pass of each embedding table. Additionally, the input classifier uses the final access threshold value and accesses to the already classified embedding table to identify hot sparse-feature inputs. Typically, there are 10s of embedding tables in a recommender model. A sparse-feature input typically accesses one or more entries in each of these embedding tables. A sparse-feature input is classified as hot only if all its embedding table accesses are to hot entries.

This component typically requires only one pass of the entire sparse-feature input ($S_f$) and just checks if the embedding entry indices are present in the hot-embedding bags. Hot-embedding bag is composed of all index of all hot embedding table entries across all embedding tables in the model. As this is completely parallelizable operation across both inputs and embedding indices, we divide this task across multiple cores in the CPU. For a 16 core machine (32 hardware threads), the total time for this phase for different access thresholds is given by Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: The latency of the input processor from dataset to classify sparse-feature inputs (as hot or cold) as we vary the access threshold. Overall, even for very low access thresholds, we only require only a maximum of 110 seconds.

Figure 5.7: Embedding table access profile from the original inputs ($D$) and the sampled inputs ($\hat{D}$) – sampling rate ($\chi$) = 5%. We observe that $\hat{D}$ has a similar access signature to $D$.

The input classifier also bundles hot and cold inputs together into minibatches. As aforementioned, we require the entire minibatch to be hot to avoid the data shuffling between CPU and GPU. If an minibatch of inputs is entirely hot, the entire execution can happen in a data-parallel mode on the GPU without any interference from the CPU. Once we have preprocessed the sparse-input data into hot and cold minibatches, we store this in the FAE format for any subsequent training runs.
5.4 Scheduler for Dynamic Hot-Cold Swaps

FAE’s preprocessing provides a dataset that is distributed into hot and cold mini-batches and a set of hot embeddings. The embedding replicator replicates the hot embedding across all GPUs. In addition to that, hot embeddings also are available on CPU for baseline model execution using cold input. Next, we discuss the runtime scheduling of hot and cold mini-batches to ensure the baseline accuracy metrics whilst providing accelerated performance.

In the most basic form, FAE can schedule the entire collection of minibatches comprising hot inputs followed by cold inputs, or vice versa, but such a schedule can have potential impact on training accuracy. This is because the hot inputs only access and update the hot embedding entries, and training using only hot inputs for a long time can potentially reduce the randomness in training.

For non-convexity loss optimization problems, this makes gradient descent based algorithms susceptible to local minima. To mitigate this, machine learning community has often deployed data shuffling. Next, we discuss how we uniquely attenuate this issue for our framework.

5.5 Communication Overheads

To re-introduce randomness in our training while also attaining accelerated performance, we intermittently schedule hot and cold minibatches. However, changing input type (hot vs cold) can degrade performance as each of these events requires synchronization of hot embedding parameters between CPU and GPU copies. To balance this trade off, we offer Shuffle Scheduler that dynamically determines the interleaving of hot and cold mini-batches based on the runtime training metric. The scheduler always begins with training on cold inputs as they update a wider range of embedding entries, albeit infrequently per entry. The rate of scheduling hot and cold minibatches can be tuned dynamically based on Equation 5.5. In the equation, \( r(i) \) is the rate at \( i^{th} \) swap. Rate of \((R(100))\) implies that 100% of the mini-batches of cold inputs will be completed before the first hot mini-batches is issued. A rate of \((R(1))\) implies hot and cold are shuffled after every mini-batch. \(Test_L\) is the testing loss and \(u\) is a count of swaps.
Based on the testing loss obtained after each swap, we determine whether the rate needs to be changed based on the following two conditions.

Testing loss used for the scheduler can use loss functions such as mean squared loss and cross-entropy logarithmic loss, based on the model requirement. All of our models and their datasets use the logarithmic loss to establish the efficacy of training. Nonetheless, as we perform a comparison of loss score between each subsequent swap, any loss function can be used. If the framework observes an increase in the test loss from the previous schedule, it immediately reduces the rate by half. This implies that the remaining minibatches of hot and cold inputs will be split into an alternate of cold and hot schedules. The rate can be reduced to a minimum of \( R(1) \). If the test loss decreases, rate remains unchanged, as this is the expected behaviour, unless the loss has been decreasing successively for \( u \) schedules. This is the second case where rate is changed, i.e., increased by 2, up to a max of \( R(100) \). Similar to prior work that offers automatic convergence checks to avoid over-fitting, the downward trend of test loss curve [49] consecutively for 4 strips shows a balance between redundancy, badness, and slowness; thus we choose \( u \) as 4. Apart from the above two cases, the rate remains unchanged. The Shuffle Scheduler ensures that accuracy remains the priority of FAE. FAE begins training with \( R(50) \) (alternate cold and hot mini-batches) for a dataset, and tunes the rate accordingly.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we present the flow of Frequently Accessed Embeddings. FAE comprises of classifier with a threshold to segregate the hot and cold entries. Also, FAE benefits from scheduler to dynamically swap the hot and cold. Another major component is a shuffler that dynamically determines the execution order of hot and cold sparse input mini-batches across the CPU and GPUs at runtime.
Chapter 6

Evaluation

In Chapter 5, we introduced FAE to improve the end-to-end training time for Deep Learning Recommendation Models. In this chapter, we showcase the efficacy of our FAE framework on 4 real world datasets, using established recommendation models RMC1, RMC2, RMC3, and RMC4 which represent four classes of at-scale models [19]. We prototype FAE on top of the widely used open source implementation of Deep Learning Recommendation System (DLRM) [41] and Time-based Sequence Model for Personalization and Recommendation Systems (TBSM) [26] frameworks to train recommender models.

Based on the sparse input configuration, there is a model-dataset correspondence, RMC1 model on Taobao Alibaba [5] with TBSM, and RMC2 on Criteo Kaggle [12], RMC3 on Criteo Terabyte [13], and RMC4 on Avazu [32] set that provides temporal user behavior data, it is the only dataset that can leverage the TSL layer in TBSM.

Table 6.1 describes the details of the model architecture for RMC1, RMC2, RMC3, and RMC4 including their dense and sparse features, embedding table numbers and size, and neural network configurations. In addition to these real world datasets and their corresponding models, we also perform evaluation on synthetic models to show case the efficacy of our framework.

---

1 https://github.com/facebookresearch/dlrm
2 https://github.com/facebookresearch/tbsm
Table 6.1: Model Architecture Parameters and Characteristics of the Datasets for our Workloads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Training Input</th>
<th>Dataset Features</th>
<th>Embedding Tables</th>
<th>Neural Network Config</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMC1 (TBSM [26])</td>
<td>Taobao (Alibaba) [5]</td>
<td>10 M</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMC2 (DLRM [41])</td>
<td>Criteo Kaggle [12]</td>
<td>45 M</td>
<td>2.5 GB</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMC3 (DLRM [41])</td>
<td>Criteo Terabyte [13]</td>
<td>80 M</td>
<td>45 GB</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMC4 (DLRM [41])</td>
<td>Avazu [32]</td>
<td>32.3 M</td>
<td>2.4 GB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1: Increasing Accuracy with training iterations when optimized with FAE framework. As we see, all the datasets and corresponding recommender models achieve the XDL accuracy for both training and test or validation sets.

6.1 Experimental Setup

6.1.1 Software libraries and setup

We showcase the efficacy of our framework on 4 real world datasets, using established recommendation models RMC1, RMC2, RMC3, and RMC4 which represent four classes of at-scale models [19]. We prototype on top of the widely used open source implementation of Deep Learning Recommendation System [41] 3 and Time-based Sequence Model for Personalization and Recommendation Systems (TBSM) [26] 4 frameworks to train recommender models.

Based on the sparse input configuration, there is a model-dataset correspondence, RMC1 model on Taobao Alibaba [5] with TBSM, and RMC2 on Criteo.

---

3https://github.com/facebookresearch/dlrm
4https://github.com/facebookresearch/tbsm
Kaggle [12], RMC3 on Criteo Terabyte [13], and RMC4 on Avazu [32] all with DLRM. TBSM consists of embedding layer and time series layer (TSL); the embedding layer is implemented through DLRM. TSL resembles an attention mechanism and contains its own MLP network to compute one or more context vectors between history of items and the last item. As Taobao Alibaba is the only dataset that provides temporal user behavior data, it is the only dataset that can leverage the TSL layer in TBSM.

Table 6.1 describes the details of the model architecture for RMC1, RMC2, RMC3, and RMC4 including their dense and sparse features, embedding table numbers and size, and neural network configurations.

In addition to these real world datasets and their corresponding models, we also perform evaluation on synthetic models to show case the efficacy of our framework. As relies on popularity of certain inputs, we execute these synthetic models on Criteo Terabyte (largest dataset) to ensure the semantics of the training input.

6.1.2 Server Architecture

The base DLRM and TBSM code is configured using the Pytorch-1.7 and executed using Python-3. We use the torch.distributed back end to support scalable distributed training and performance optimization [48]. NCCL is used [43] for gather, scatter, and all-reduce collective calls via the backend NVLink [2] interconnect. DLRM and TBSM are also implemented on XDL 1.0 using Tensorflow-1.2 as the computation backend.

Table 6.2: System Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel Xeon Silver 4116 (2.1GHz)</td>
<td>768 GB DDR4 (2.7GB/s)</td>
<td>1.9 TB NVMe SSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Nvidia Tesla V100 (1.2GHz)</td>
<td>16 GB HBM-2.0 (900GB/s)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 describes the configuration of our datacenter servers. These servers comprise 24-core Intel Xeon Silver 4116 (2.1 GHz) processor with Skylake architecture. Each server has a DRAM memory capacity of 192 GB. Each DDR4-2666 channel has 8 GB memory. Each server also has a local storage of 1.9 TB NVMe SSD. Each server offers 4 NVIDIA Tesla-V100 each with 16GB memory capacity.
Figure 6.2: The performance of Criteo Kaggle, Taobao Alibaba, Criteo Terabyte, and Avazu training with the vs XDL and DLRM. All values are normalized to XDL 1-GPU.

Figure 6.3: Latency breakdown for the 1, 2, and 4 GPU executions. The framework adds the overhead of embedding synchronization across CPUs and GPUs, not present in XDL and DLRM.

as a general purpose GPU. The GPUs are connected using the high speed NVLink-2.0 interconnect. Every GPU is communicating with the rest of the system via a 16x PCIe Gen3 bus. In this paper, we perform experiments on a single server with a maximum of 4 GPUs. We expect our insights to hold true even in a multi-server scenario.

6.1.3 Baselines and terminology

We compare FAE optimized training against two baselines: (1) open sourced implementation of DLRM and TBSM and (2) DLRM and TBSM implementation on XDL [30]. For both the baselines we execute on CPU only mode and CPU-GPU hybrid mode with varying number of GPUs. The CPU only mode is referred to as XDL-CPU and DLRM-CPU. For CPU-GPU hybrid mode, in case of DLRM, embeddings execute on CPU.
6.2 Accuracy

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of FAE and the end-to-end training time and comparing it against the two baselines.

Table 6.3: Accuracy Metric Comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>XDL</th>
<th>FAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>AUC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteo Kaggle</td>
<td>78.86</td>
<td>0.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taobao Alibaba</td>
<td>89.21</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteo Terabyte</td>
<td>81.07</td>
<td>0.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avazu</td>
<td>83.61</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.1 Accuracy Results

Figure 6.1 illustrates the accuracy of Criteo Kaggle, Taobao Alibaba, Criteo Terabyte, and Avazu for their RMC2, RMC1, RMC3, and RMC4 models. We use a full-precision XDL-CPU execution baseline that exactly follows the DLRM and TBSM executions. 6.3 compares the accuracy metrics for all the work-loads.

We use testing accuracy, Area Under Curve (AUC), and cross-entropy loss (log loss) as recommendation model performance metric, as established by the MLPerf [1] community. For Taobao dataset, we use the accuracy and log loss as performance metric, as AUC is not offered.

FAE training reduces the average execution time (geomean) by 42%, 36%, and 34%, 1-GPU, 2-GPU, and 4-GPU executions, respectively. The GPU comparisons assume same number of GPUs for XDL and FAE.

FAE observes an initial jump in accuracy for both Criteo and Avazu datasets after the first swap between cold and hot mini-batch. Once, model is trained on both the types of mini-batches, we do not observe any more jumps. As we interleave it with the first hot mini-batch, many of pertinent embedding entries get updated and we reach the baseline accuracy for both training and testing sets.

As the table shows, each model achieves the corresponding baseline accuracy. For all the datasets, we observe that when the Shuffle Scheduler alternately issues cold and hot minibatches at $R(50)$, the models are able to converge to the baseline accuracy in the same number of baseline training iterations.
FAE observes an initial jump in accuracy for both Criteo and Avazu datasets after the first swap between cold and hot mini-batch. Once, model is trained on both the types of minibatches, we do not observe any more jumps. As we interleave it with the first hot mini-batch, many of pertinent embedding entries get updated and we reach the baseline accuracy for both training and testing sets.

Performance Gains and Absolute Training Times

Figure 6.2 shows the performance improvement of end-to-end training execution using FAE in comparison to XDL and DLRM/TBSM. The end-to-end training runs are terminated when the established accuracy metric (cross-entropy loss or area under the curve) is met. The performance is normalized to XDL 1-GPU execution. For a singled device (CPU or 1-GPU), we use a mini-batch of 1K, 256, 1K and 1K inputs for Criteo Kaggle, Taobao Alibaba, Criteo Terabyte and Avazu, respectively. FAE training reduces the average execution time (geomean) by 42%, 36%, and 34%, 1-GPU, 2-GPU, and 4-GPU executions, respectively. The GPU comparisons assume same number of GPUs for XDL and FAE.

We maintain weak scaling across distributed runs where the minibatch size is scaled with the number of GPUs. For example, 2 GPU execution use 2K, 512, 2K and 2K mini-batch size for Criteo Kaggle, Taobao Alibaba, Criteo Terabyte and Avazu, respectively.

For Taobao, 4 GPU execution takes more time than 2 GPU execution because the dataset is relatively small, thus the cold minibatch executions overshadow benefits of FAE. Overall FAE reduces the training time by 2.3× and 1.52× in comparison to XDL CPU-only and XDL CPU-GPU with 4-GPUs.

Table 6.4: Absolute Training Time for 10 Epochs (mins)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>XDL CPU</th>
<th>1-GPU XDL</th>
<th>FAE</th>
<th>2-GPU XDL</th>
<th>FAE</th>
<th>4-GPU XDL</th>
<th>FAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criteo Kaggle</td>
<td>197.56</td>
<td>196.97</td>
<td>122.71</td>
<td>179.16</td>
<td>116.27</td>
<td>160.65</td>
<td>104.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taobao Alibaba</td>
<td>1108.84</td>
<td>813.10</td>
<td>436.58</td>
<td>677.00</td>
<td>387.79</td>
<td>621.96</td>
<td>428.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteo Terabyte</td>
<td>404.25</td>
<td>380.88</td>
<td>189.73</td>
<td>330.06</td>
<td>201.61</td>
<td>309.51</td>
<td>156.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avazu</td>
<td>134.28</td>
<td>108.24</td>
<td>72.07</td>
<td>84.04</td>
<td>62.73</td>
<td>74.20</td>
<td>61.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Absolute time:** We compare the absolute end-to-end training time, when all the executions reach their required accuracy metric. These times are shown in minutes in 6.4. We use minibatch of 1k, 2k, and 4k for Crteo Kaggle, Terabyte, and Avazu and 256, 512 and 1k for Taobao Alibaba dataset. We observe that the RMC1 model with Taobao obtains most benefits from general GPU acceleration as it employs a relatively large deep learning neural network.

FAE can further accelerate the training of this model and reduce the training time to 428 minutes with 4-GPU FAE compared to 621 minutes with 4-GPU XDL. With the recent developments in machine learning [58], we expect the neural networks to increase inconsiderably in size for recommender models. Results clearly show that FAE can enable GPU acceleration without incurring large data transfer overhead between CPU and GPU.

**Latency breakdown**

Figure 6.3 shows the breakdown of the total runtime for each of the workloads executing on CPU-only and 1, 2, and 4 GPUs. In the Figure, colors for cold inputs are consistent across XDL, DLRM, and FAE executions. As the figure shows, the optimizer constitutes a large portion of the DLRM execution. This is because, a CPU cannot efficiently execute the massively parallel optimizer operation.

FAE is able to mitigate some of these inefficiencies and reduce the optimizer time by performing both the neural network and embedding updates on GPUs for the hot input min-batches. In case of XDL, efficiency of Advanced Model Server (AMS) is improved using GPU to speed up the massively parallel optimizer and embedding dictionary lookup. Even XDL is limited by the size of GPU memory, hence only the index of embedding dictionary is stored in GPU memory.

Due to small size of hot embedding tables, FAE stores the entire table in GPU memory instead of only the indices. Hence, for FAE the optimizer time for hot mini-batches is significantly lower than the cold mini-batches, as the of hot inputs are observed more often but accelerated on GPU.

6.3 also shows the percentage of time spent by XDL, DLRM/TBSM, and FAE on data transfer to and from the embedding layers. This data transfer is completely eliminated for FAE for hot mini-batches. For DLRM/TBSM implementations, the
data transfer time comprises the time spent on transferring embedding data to the GPU. For XDL, the time reported is spent on transferring embedding indices and model dense parameters to the GPU.

**Embedding Synchronization**

One overhead imposed by FAE is one form of embedding synchronization while switching between cold and hot minibatches. The embedding tables are updated across CPU and GPU memories to ensure the training process observes the same entries. This overhead is shown by the embedding sync on FAE executions and is highlighted in the Figure 6.3.

Avazu observes a higher percentage of embedding synchronization overhead because of its comparatively smaller embedding size. Thus the fixed transfer cost from CPU to GPU, using PCIe, is not amortized over a large data transfer. On the contrary, Taobao observes the least percentage of synchronization overhead. This can be attributed to the high percent of forward and backward time of the Taobao RMC1 recommender model due to its deep attention layer. Thus, as the recommender models become bigger with larger embedding tables and deeper neural network layers, FAE can offer higher benefits by reducing the CPU-GPU data transfer between embedding and DNN layers, whilst observing amortized embedding synchronization overheads. This is because, even though embedding tables are expected to increase in size, a larger absolute size of embedding a does not necessarily imply a proportionally large hot embedding table. This is because certain inputs are always going to be way more popular than the others.

**Table 6.5: CPU-GPU data transfer time for 10 Epochs (mins)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>1-GPU</th>
<th>2-GPU</th>
<th>4-GPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DLRM</td>
<td>XDL</td>
<td>FAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteo Kaggle</td>
<td>22.09</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taobao Alibaba</td>
<td>37.93</td>
<td>24.97</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteo Terabyte</td>
<td>76.01</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>13.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avazu</td>
<td>13.94</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.6: Amount of Data Transferred over 10 Epochs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>DLRM (GB)</th>
<th>XDL (GB)</th>
<th>FAE (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criteo Kaggle</td>
<td>60.89</td>
<td>23.16</td>
<td>14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taobao Alibaba</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteo Terabyte</td>
<td>375.06</td>
<td>95.60</td>
<td>69.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avazu</td>
<td>40.45</td>
<td>30.27</td>
<td>10.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.2 Data transfer between CPU and GPU

Table 6.5 shows the absolute communication time to transfer the embedding layers and Table 6.6 shows the amount of data transferred for XDL, DLRM/TBSM and FAE execution including the embedding synchronization for FAE. On average FAE reduces the total data transfer from 37 GB with XDL to 24 GB, even including the embedding synchronization overhead. Which translates to 12% improvement in CPU-GPU data transfer time. In case of XDL, all dense parameters need to be transferred from AMS to backend workers and vice versa per training iteration. FAE only require parameters to be transferred between CPU and GPU across the hot and cold minibatch swap.

Performance improvement with varying mini-batch size

6.4 shows the performance benefits of FAE training over XDL execution for a 4-GPU system. Speedup is normalized to XDL execution with mini-batch size of 1K, 256, 1K and 1K for Criteo Kaggle, Taobao Alibaba, Criteo Terabyte and Avazu datasets respectively. As the mini-batch size increases, we observe higher benefits because the overheads of FAE are amortized over a larger input set. For instance, now the Embedding Replicator replicates the model fewer times. However, with XDL, we do not see such an improvement because of extra time being spent on creating and sending larger minibatches to the backend workers.

Performance improvement for synthetic models

We use real-world training data as FAE utilizes the property that certain inputs are way more popular than the others. However, to understand the efficacy of FAE on varying types of model architectures, we create synthetic configurations, shown in
Table 6.7, that can be executed on Criteo Terabyte dataset. Figure 6.5 shows the performance improvements of FAE across various synthetic models over XDL and DLRM/TBSM. FAE provides on average $2.94 \times$ speedup across small and large synthetic models as compared to XDL.

Table 6.7: Synthetic Models’ Configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Bottom MLP</th>
<th>Top MLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYN-M1</td>
<td>13-64</td>
<td>512-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYN-M2</td>
<td>13-512-64</td>
<td>512-256-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYN-M3</td>
<td>13-1024-512-64</td>
<td>512-1024-256-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYN-M4</td>
<td>13-1024-512-256-64</td>
<td>512-1024-512-256-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.5: Performance comparison of with XDL 4-GPU across various synthetic models.

Power Benefits

Table 6.8 shows the per GPU power consumption using the baseline and FAE for a 1024 mini-batch. FAE reduces GPU power consumption by 9.7% in comparison...
to XDL. This is primarily due to the reduced communication cost between devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>XDL</th>
<th>DLRM</th>
<th>FAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criteo Kaggle</td>
<td>61.83W</td>
<td>58.91W</td>
<td>55.81W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alibaba</td>
<td>56.39W</td>
<td>60.21W</td>
<td>56.62W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteo Terabyte</td>
<td>59.71W</td>
<td>62.47W</td>
<td>57.03W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avazu</td>
<td>60.2W</td>
<td>58.03W</td>
<td>56.4W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.3 Summary

In this chapter, we evaluate the accuracy and performance of the proposed framework FAE. In addition, we compare FAE optimized training against two baselines, open sourced implementation of DLRM and TBSM and (2) DLRM and TBSM implementation on XDL. For both the baselines we execute on CPU only mode and CPU-GPU hybrid mode with varying number of GPUs. We do the evaluation in terms of accuracy and absolute timing as well the latency breakdown. FAE achieves the average speedup across all 2.34x speedup while maintaining the same accuracy. Overall FAE reduces the training time by 2.3× and 1.52× in comparison to XDL CPU-only and XDL CPU-GPU with 4-GPUs.
Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Summary

Recommendation models aim to learn user preferences and provide a targeted user experience by employing very large embedding tables. Even though these tables often cannot fit on GPU memory, these models also comprise neural network layers that are well suited for GPUs. These contrasting requirements splits the training execution on CPUs (for memory capacity) and GPUs (for compute throughput). Fortunately, for real-world data, we observe that embedding tables exhibit a skewed data access pattern. This can be attributed to certain training inputs (users and items) that are much more popular than the others.

This observation allows us to develop a comprehensive framework, namely FAE, that uses statistical techniques to quantify the hotness of embedding entries based on the input dataset. This hotness of embedding tables in turn allows the framework to optimally layout embedding so that the GPU memory is efficiently utilized to store highly accessed data close to the compute. To capture most of the performance benefits, FAE bundle shot inputs and cold inputs in separate mini-batches. This helps FAE accelerate the hot mini-batch by executing the whole model on GPU and eliminate any CPU-GPU embedding data transfers.

The training for these hot inputs happens entirely on GPUs, thus reducing any CPU-GPU communication overhead between CPU-GPU and GPU-GPU from embedding and neural network layers. Our experiments on DLRM and TBSM recom-
mender models with real datasets show that FAE reduces the overall training time by 2.3\times and 1.52\times in comparison to XDL CPU-only and XDL CPU-GPU execution while maintaining baseline accuracy.

7.2 Future Work

Future work relies on investigating first new models to this aim second different representations for the same purpose like graph processing. Using graph representation, a whole different class of problems arises. For the same model future works effort falls into categories such as finding other patterns other than popularity embodies in the recommendation dataset or model. Other orthogonal areas of research can be investigating new methods of compression to reduce the size of DRLM further or deploying some federated learning techniques to overcome the existing issues.
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